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“Lessons in Love, with Tea” 
by Kendra Gaines

“Would you like a cup of tea?” 
asked John. We had just begun 
dating and were delighted to 
find that we were both dedicated  
tea drinkers. John grabbed a 
nondescript tea bag out of the 
cupboard, then filled a mug  
with water. As he headed towards 
the microwave, I took a deep 
breath and said, “That is not 
how you make tea.”

(Please turn to page 12)

Raised in the 1970s, the bud  
of Irish parents, I cannot recall 
a moment of my youth in which 
a pot of tea was not found in 
our kitchen. Tea time began 
just past 5:00AM as my father 
rose to the sharp whistle-like 
tune of the radio news station  
that signaled the start of  
another hours’ news.

(Please turn to page 28) (Please turn to page 52)

There are some companies  
you buy from only once, or  
perhaps on occasion, and there 
are companies for which you  
develop a lifelong loyalty. Upton 
Tea Imports is one of the latter. 
For close to twenty years, Upton  
has been more than just a  
company to me. It has been  
my almost exclusive source of 
quality loose leaf tea...

“Afternoon Tea: A Cup of 
Friendship, Memory, and 
Love” by Cynthia Niven

“Turning Over a New Leaf” 
by John Tynan

Presenting our  

30th Anniversary  
Article Contest Winners 
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A Note to our Valued Customers: 

Thank you to all of our Valued Customers that submitted an article to our contest. We were overwhelmed 
by the quality and number of articles that we received. All of the articles shared a common theme of 
how tea is an integral part of their daily lives.

Tea is life. Tea is family. Tea is comfort when you’re sick, joy when you’re blue. It lifts the spirits and 
soothes the soul. It energizes and it relaxes. And while that seems to be a contradiction, it is a complement.  

-Sarah Lynch, a Valued Customer for 30 years

A few of our Valued Customers spoke of their younger years in Europe where they were introduced  
to loose leaf tea at an early age as well as how they later brought that tradition to America.  

Our family moved to the United States in 1946. It was here that we continued our tea times. The 
family gathered late in the evening to watch the 9 P.M. news on television. A pot of tea was brewed 
(loose tea, no bags). And with the tea often came with what we called “Squashed Fly biscuits.” 
These were long, flat cookies made with raisins. A delightful combination. Even now, decades later, 
I continue with evening tea with cookie, though, alas, without the “Squashed Flies.” -The Rev. 
Donne E. Puckle, a Valued Customer for 10 years 

Some wrote about their travels to tea origins:

In 1991 I found myself trekking in Nepal, where tea seemed to take on an almost religious 
significance. After suffering at high altitude, tea was much more than just a way to rehydrate. 
A 10 minute tea break seemed to bring strength back to my tired limbs, and focus to my oxygen 
deprived brain. Their Darjeeling derived tea has a unique flavor, often described as “honey” or 

“tropical fruit”, but to me it seemed redolent of almonds, macadamia nuts, or slightly sweet 
German white wine -Graf Hilgenhurst, a Valued Customer for 28 years 

And others shared how they looked forward to having tea every day with their husband, wife, grandmother, 
grandfather, friends, neighbor and children to talk over the day’s events and enjoy each other’s company.  

Finally, the day came. Shortly after our eldest child turned 16, we invited her to the tea table. With 
great delight our oldest daughter took her place, teacup in hand.  She listened as her father and 
I talked, occasionally adding to the conversation, but mostly listening. We shared our life, quietly 
sipping tea, strengthening each other and charting the course for our family. -Tiffani McKinney, a 
Valued Customer for 24 years 

Another theme related how important Upton Tea Imports is in their lives. They talked about how much 
they look forward to reading our Upton Tea Quarterly and how they have enjoyed drinking Upton tea 
for many years, discovering a new favorite by trying the free bonus sample tucked in their order.  

Thank you, Upton Tea Imports, for being such a great companion these 30 years.  I admit that I have 
dabbled here and there on occasion with other tea vendors across the continent and globe, but not one has 
come even remotely close to stealing me away - Jason Banaszak, a Valued Customer for 25 years 

Upton Tea is music in the mouth but at my house the day begins with a whistle in the morning 
when my red kettle boils. -JoAnn Mitchell, a Valued Customer for 23 years 

The overwhelming response from our Valued Customers has made it impossible for us to select only one 
winner as all of the essays we have received are worthy of winning. After much consideration, we have 
chosen three articles, featured in this Quarterly, to represent all of the wonderful entries. Thank you 
again to all of our Valued Customers that took the time to share their special tea journeys and help us 
celebrate our 30th Anniversary. 

Happy Tea Drinking… 
The Staff at Upton Tea Imports  

© 2019 Upton Tea Imports. All rights reserved.
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“Would you like a cup of tea?” asked John. We  
had just begun dating and were delighted to find that 
we were both dedicated tea drinkers. John grabbed  
a nondescript tea bag out of the cupboard, then 
filled a mug with water. As he headed towards the  
microwave, I took a deep breath and said, “That is not 
how you make tea.”

“What’s wrong with it?” he demanded to know.
I sighed. “Everything.”
This exchange was two years ago, so my critical  

stance on John’s tea-making abilities did not  
destroy our budding relationship. Two older single  
people, both of whom have been widowed, do not 
abandon relationships lightly. But there was no 
doubt in my mind that John needed some serious  
tea education. Two things needed to be done. First, 
I handed him an Upton Tea catalogue. “Read,” I  
commanded, “and be amazed.” Second, I persuaded  
him to buy a proper teapot and measuring spoon  
from Upton, along with his first order of fine quality  
tea. As a follow-up, I took him to a local Chinese  
tea shop where on Fridays they offer free lectures, 
all tea related. The very first thing the speaker said 
on the Friday we attended was, “Never, repeat never, 
make tea with water boiled in the microwave.” John’s 
tea education was now officially up and running.

It was a proud moment when John first served 
me tea brewed in his new teapot. The tea itself  
was Upton’s Bond Street English Breakfast, and 
John had treated it with great respect. He took care 
to warm the teapot, he measured the tea correctly,  
and he boiled the water in a kettle on the stove,  
allowing it to reach a full boil before pouring.  
When he had his first sip, his eyes grew big.  

“So this is what I have been missing all those years,” 
 he said, with feeling. 

“Lessons in Love, with Tea” by Kendra Gaines

His Upton Tea catalogue became his tea  
consultant. I had a number of Upton teas in my  
stash already, so he was lucky enough to be able to 
try a few different teas before he actually ordered.  
In addition, however, he began to order teas that I  
had never tried, so over time, my own acquaintance  
with Upton teas began to broaden. Between us,  
step by step, we tried a remarkable variety of teas  
and in the process, we began to bond. Our  
relationship strengthened and flourished, just like a 
fine new tea plant.

My own relationship with Upton Tea began  
many years ago when I first read about it in the  
Financial Times. Upton Tea was referred to in a  
reader’s letter in connection with a previously  
published article on tea, and the reference was  
so dedicated and affectionate that my curiosity 
was piqued. Where I live did not at that time have  
many tea shops, and as a lifelong tea drinker, I  
was feeling rather cut off from my supply. I went  
online, and behold, I had found Tea Nirvana! My  
first order was for my gold standard, English  
Breakfast tea. That was just the beginning, as I  
quickly branched out to Russian Caravan, Lapsang 
Souchong, Darjeeling, and the wonderful tea  
samplers of various teas that allow for additional  
exploration. I had discovered Upton Tea just in  
time, too, for the very beginning of the series of  
articles, Reversals of Fortune in the Tea Industry,  
every one of which I carefully read and saved.  
To find such delights at so many levels was cause  
for celebration indeed.

Those articles actually provided the inspiration  
I needed to get up and pull myself together after  
the death of my husband. I’d read so much  
about Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and its historic role in 
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the British tea industry that it seemed the most  
reasonable step would be to travel there and see it  
for myself. Happily, I was able to find exactly the  
kind of tea tour I was looking for, and not too  
many months later, there I was, trekking through  
a magnificent tea plantation, high in the hills 
of Ceylon. It was a great pleasure to watch the  
women—women have gentler hands for tea  
picking, I was told—on the hillsides, surrounded  
by waving green tea plants, picking the tender  
leaves and buds and placing them in the traditional  
tea basket for transporting to the tea factory. The  
historic tea factory itself, once under British  
control, was still operational, turning out properly  
dried and packaged fine Ceylon tea to be sent all  
over the world. The nearby shop that sold teas to  
visitors was so entrancing that I had to work hard  
to control my buying impulses! In the midst of all  
that glorious tea, I could feel much of my new-widow  
sorrow begin to lift, and my desire to continue  
onwards in life unquestionably reasserted itself.

All of this perhaps begins to explain why Upton  
Tea is so special to me. Most fundamentally, every  
season it offers the very finest of teas from all over  
the world, tea that lifts my spirits, warms my soul,  

and—doctors tell me—assures my ongoing good 
health. Beyond that, however, over the decades it 
has also provided fascinating articles about every  
possible element concerning tea. I have learned  
an enormous amount of history from these arti-
cles, history that ultimately inspired me to visit Sri  
Lanka for myself, revel in the vast rolling green  
hills of beautiful Sri Lankan tea, and regain my  
spirits after the loss of my spouse. Over my years  
with Upton, I’ve even managed to acquire a healthy 
selection of teapots, so I’m prepared for almost  
any occasion that involves tea.

I remain a lifelong tea drinker, and I take  
comfort in knowing I can count on Upton Tea  
to bring me the finest teas the world has to  
offer. Every three months I look forward to  
reading the latest article on my new catalogue’s  
front page. And every afternoon when I take  
a cup of tea with John, I smile as I remember  
our two separate but equal transformations:  
his, from tea bag and microwaved water to  
loose tea and a boiling kettle, and mine,  
from sorrowful widow to revitalized woman.  
Both of us are delighted to raise our teacups  
in salute to Upton Tea.
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Raised in the 1970s, the bud of Irish parents,  
I cannot recall a moment of my youth in which a pot 
of tea was not found in our kitchen. Tea time began  
just past 5:00AM as my father rose to the sharp  
whistle-like tune of the radio news station that  
signaled the start of another hours’ news. Pausing  
only to hear the headlines, Father would then  
proceed to the kitchen, fill the worn copper kettle 
with water from the tap, and set it on a flame to boil.

From a shelf above the stove Father would 
grasp the caddy marked with the letters T-E-A, its 
bronze finish grubby and stained from his rough 
fingers. He would proceed to transfer six heaping  
spoonfuls of loose-tea into a weathered tin pot, secure 
the caddy’s lid and return it to its place alongside the 
matching container marked C-O-F-F-E-E. Over time 
the embossed letters had become superfluous; even 
an illiterate like my great-grandfather could separate  
the pair as the latter was still mirror-bright, a  
reflection of the fact it was never used.

At the prompting of the kettle’s whistle, Father  
would pour scalding water into the teapot up to the  
watermark formed from a thousand prior pours,  
replace the pot’s dented lid, and return upstairs to  
attend to his shave and dress. 

We did not employ timers or tea strainers in my  
childhood home. Liquid and leaf comingled merrily 
until every drop of the pot’s contents were consumed, 
at which point more leaves and boiling water were 
combined and the next wave of brewing commenced. 
Each resulting cup of tea was perfect; all one had  
to do was add enough milk and sugar to match the 
disposition of the tea.

From the first pot, our family was fueled by tea 
throughout the day, especially Mum. An emigrant 
from Ireland’s County Meath, Mum brought her work 
ethic and love of tea stateside in 1949. Always moving,  
Mum was never without her cuppa (ofttimes two). 
The elixir soothed her as she raced ‘round cleaning 
countless homes by day or waiting tables at night; it 
assisted her as she pulled soda bread from the oven or 
brought Sunday’s roast to our family’s table.

On occasion there was midnight tea. Mum would 
return home late from a night of bingo, her hands 
stained with bright hues of green and black from the 
card markers, accented by amber from more tea. She’d 
light a flame under the kettle to throw hot water on 
what was left of the tea leaves in the pot, then ascend 
the stairs silently to rouse me.

“Turning Over a New Leaf” by John Tynan

“I’ve brought you turnovers,” Mum would whisper 
from my bedroom doorway. “Don’t let the tea get cold.”

I never did. Slipping quickly from beneath  
my blankets, I would descend to the kitchen as  
Mum’s shadow to join her for a cup and conversation 
about the day.

My childhood and relationship with loose-leaf tea  
ended in my seventeenth year. My parents divorced 
the summer before I went to university. Father and I 
left home; Mum kept the caddies, kettle, and teapot.

Life with Father still included tea. Only now it  
came in homogenized squares with string tails like tooth 
floss, each adorned with bright square tabs that, when 
pulled, would loose their grip on the tail at the most  
inopportune times. Many a cup of tea became pud-
dled on the floor due to an aggressive tug on the tab.  
Access to loose-leaf tea, like access to Mum, could  
still be arranged, but over time it became increasingly 
more difficult to do and less rewarding to pursue.

As I moved through college into adulthood,  
marriage, and the birth of my own children, tea and 
I grew cold toward one another. Tea had become  
distant, shielded from me behind the veil of the tea 
bag. Loose-leaf tea now seemed unattainable, as 
though the world had suddenly decided that tea in its 
unrestrained state was as taboo as tobacco.

For my part, I allowed myself to be seduced by the 
siren song of coffee. Peet’s opened the door, invited  
me inside; Starbucks slammed it shut behind me. 
My morning beverage was now brewed, poured, and  
consumed outside my house. There was no time  
for letting kettles boil, pulling soda bread from  
ovens, or indulging midnight conversations; we  
had places to go and marks to make on the  
world! The brand name on my paper cup said  
more about me than my last name.

On occasion, I’d think of my old companion.  
Yet, even in those moments, I faced the reality that 
loose-leaf tea was still as rare a sight as a leprechaun 
and more elusive. I’d hoped to find solace when  
the word “sachet” was introduced into tea lexicon  
by upscale purveyors, but its use still didn’t  
change the fact that tea in a sack still tasted to  
me like mud in a sock.

My tea fortunes reversed in Autumn 2002. My wife, 
children, and I were acclimating to our new home  
in Boston. We had joined a swim club and often found 
ourselves waiting for our children to finish swim 
practice and come out to the car. One such evening, 
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we chanced upon an eddy of other waiting swim  
parents and joined the conversation.

As with many serendipitous events, we found  
ourselves in the middle of a casual random chat.  
Conversation gradually turned to coffee and things  
began to percolate. Someone mentioned tea; a collective  
groan rose from the throat of the assemblage. In  
response, something dim and forgotten deep in the  
recesses of my brain protested and I stepped forward  
to speak in defense of the ancient leaf, “What I 
wouldn’t give for a proper cup”, I lamented.

“What do you consider ‘proper,’” a bearded man, 
who, curiously, bore a passing resemblance to a  
leprechaun, asked.

“True Irish or English breakfast tea – loose-leaf 
tea - steeped in a proper pot, not a bag in a mug,” I 
answered assertively, my wife’s gentle hand brushing 
my arm to attenuate the volume of my voice.

The leprechaun smiled. “Then you’ll need to be 
knowing of Upton Tea.”

“What is Upton Tea?” I inquired.
“A tea company on the internet. I’ll give you  

the address.”
Later that evening, after the children were tucked 

in bed, I drew from my pocket the scrap of paper  
upon which the leprechaun had scribbled Upon 
Tea’s website. With low expectations after years of  
disappointment, I fired up my computer and tapped 
out the letters on the keyboard. I smiled inwardly  
as I thought of my father’s tea ‘ritual’ and the  
irony of tea now coming from a “container” marked 

“w-w-w.u-p-t-o-n…” rather than “t-e-a”.
This thought was joined moments later by a  

thousand other childhood memories as the Upton  
site filled my computer screen. Everywhere I looked  
I saw tea, glorious tea, all of it loose-leaf! More 
than I could handle, all I had dreamed, I’d found tea  
Valhalla. With trembling fingers, I added a packet 

each of Irish and English breakfast to my shopping 
cart and checked out.

After what seemed an eternity, but less than 
a week, my teas arrived. I put a kettle of water on 
to boil, and ripped the top of the brown box wide 
to reveal a catalogue and two packets of tea, which 
gleamed up at me like pure silver bars. Lifting the 
Irish Breakfast, I broke the seal and transferred 
six heaping teaspoons of precious tea leaves to a  
pristine white pot. Within five minutes a mug  
filled to the brim sat steaming before me.

I felt myself in my boyhood kitchen with  
an unmistakable urge for an apple turnover.  
Unconsciously, I blew gently across the lip of my 
mug, rippling the amber liquid’s surface. Then,  
closing my eyes, I gulped my tea noisily, as Mum  
had taught me.

My six-year-old daughter stared at me expectantly  
across the kitchen table. Her eyes asked the question 
that twenty years of time had silenced, “So, how is it?”

“Tea is perfect,” I whispered, sliding the mug  
toward her. 

With eager hands, my daughter clasped both 
sides of the porcelain vessel and brought it to her 
lips. The mug obscured her entire face yet it did not 
muffle the joyful sounds of her greedy gulps. Her 
gleaming eyes and broad smile, revealed again as 
she reverently placed the half-empty mug back on 
the table, confirmed my pronouncement.

Nearly twenty years have passed since my fortunate  
introduction to Upton Tea and those first gulps. Over  
these years, Upton Tea has reconnected me to the world  
of loose-leaf tea, a world I feared had been lost forever.  
More than this, Upton Tea, through its quarterly 
catalogues filled with Assam and Ceylon, breakfast 
blends and Chatsford pots, reconnected me to the 
cups of tea of my youth: cups filled with memories of 
family, heritage, and meaningful conversation.
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There are some companies you buy from only once, 
or perhaps on occasion, and there are companies  
for which you develop a lifelong loyalty. Upton Tea 
Imports is one of the latter. For close to twenty years, 
Upton has been more than just a company to me. 
It has been my almost exclusive source of quality 
loose leaf tea, but for a number of years Upton’s teas 
and their quarterly catalogs were also the source of  
special shared experiences with my mother as we 
became adult friends. Now each new Upton catalog 
brings back sweet memories of my mother, who lost 
her battle with Alzheimer’s several years ago.

I left home after high school, but moved back  
to my hometown in my early thirties when my  
father’s sudden death left my mother alone after  
forty years of a happy, loving marriage. Because 
we were living close to each other again, we shared  
a daily afternoon visit over coffee, and began to get  
to know each other as adult women.  

Coffee had always been the beverage of choice in 
my family.  In the United States, tea generally meant 
a tasteless cup made from a tea bag, but in the late 
1990’s Mom and I stopped into a tea seller’s booth  
at a garden festival and discovered anew what tea  
really tastes like when steeped from quality leaves.  
It was an epiphany, and our coffee klatches became 
our afternoon tea time with loose teas purchased 
from small blenders.

Several years later I came across a magazine  
ad for Upton Tea Imports, and sent for a free  
catalog. And what a wonderful catalog it was – with 
an in-depth featured article about the tea trade,  
and page after page of worldwide tea selections 
whose tempting descriptions of leaf character and 
flavor notes made reading the catalog a sensory  
experience. I placed an order of some samples and  
was beyond pleased with the quality of the teas I  
received, and charmed with the personalized labeling  
on the tea packages. The difference in flavor  
between teas from different growing regions, and 
the subtle flavor differences between estates of  
the same region, was fascinating to me. I was hooked!

The ability to sample Upton’s tea selections 
opened up the global world of tea, and formed  
the basis of shared tea times with my mother.  
The senses of taste and smell are closely linked 
to memory. Through its tea samples, Upton Tea  
Imports allowed us to relive a special family vacation to  
England and Scotland, my father’s last gift to his  

wife and children the year before he died. Mom and 
I sampled jasmine teas to find one whose exotic  
flowery taste and aroma resembled that of the tea 
served in the Chinese restaurant we patronized in 
Edinburgh. We tried different afternoon blends 
for one like the refreshing beverage we enjoyed at  
the Pump Room in Bath, and compared different  
Earl Grey offerings to match the bergamot flavor 
of the Earl Grey served in the elegant lobby of our  
London hotel the day we arrived. When each new  
Upton catalog arrived in the mail, we spent time 
studying it to plan our next order, trying new  
samples and replenishing our supply of favorite  
teas. When the order arrived, we made notes in the 
catalog margins about each selection after tasting it.

Almost every afternoon, my mother and I shared 
news of the day and meaningful conversation over a 
cup of Upton tea served in delicate Syracuse China 
cups, generally a Darjeeling, Earl Grey Supreme, or 
China Keemun, Mom’s go-to selections, or a malty 
single-estate Assam or Baker Street Afternoon Blend, 
two of my favorites. Tea was usually accompanied by 
some homemade baked goods she was so proud of.  

As Mom and I got to know each other better our 
friendship deepened, and the afternoon visits became  
an important part of our relationship. Leisurely  
visits over cups of tea gave us the opportunity to 
share stories with each other. I listened to Mom  
recall the Great Depression and World War II, and 
gained insight into her family history and life  
experiences that helped me better understand her. 
Through her stories, I came to know my mother in 
different stages of her life, and to know the elderly  
woman with the kind face and gentle, playful,  
loving spirit as a sensitive and deeply spiritual  
person of great depth, intelligence, creativity,  
humor, open-mindedness, empathy, and wisdom.

When Mom’s health gradually declined, I took  
on the role of caregiver.  She was no longer able 
to safely use an oven to bake, but we still enjoyed 
our daily cup of tea.  Caregiving became more and  
more demanding as Mom’s physical and mental  
capabilities worsened, and the daily tea times 
were an important routine that provided needed  
mental stimulation for Mom, and a welcome respite 
for us both. Eventually, Mom entered a nursing  
home, where she soon ceased to recognize me and 
progressively drifted into the darkness that is  
Alzheimer’s Disease, which finally claimed her life.

“Afternoon Tea: A Cup of Friendship, Memory, and Love” 
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There is something very comforting, uplifting, 
and even intimate, about a cup of tea shared with a  
person you care about. I miss the daily ritual of tea 
time with my mother and our many long conversations,  
characterized for me by Mom’s nonjudgmental  
listening ear, unconditional love, and sage advice.  
I have kept the early shiny black tea tins from  
Upton with my mother’s name on the labels, some 
with her handwriting on them, and still have a few 
copies of early catalogs with her notes in the margins. 
Now Upton’s quarterly catalogs serve as a source of 
pleasure and valued memories of a special friendship 
not shared by many mothers and daughters.

In the age of online shopping, I now do all my 
ordering from Upton’s website instead of mailing  

in my order form, but the company has not lost  
what initially made me fall in love with it – top  
quality tea offerings; their uniquely comprehensive, 
entertaining, and descriptive catalog with dozens of 
teas from around the world; the option to purchase 
small samples for taste testing; and their offering 
of personalized labels for yourself or gift recipients.  
I am also grateful that after almost twenty years,  
Upton continues to carry so many of their tried and 
true selections.  With the weather turning colder,  
I look forward to leisurely reading through the  
upcoming winter catalog for new samples to try, and 
as I come across some of our old favorite offerings 
among their pages, to reflect on Upton’s special role 
in the loving friendship my mother and I enjoyed.

by Cynthia Niven


